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WHEN IT BREAKS IT BURNS







coletivA ocupação 

In October 2015, the Governor of São Paulo ( Brazil ) 
proposed shutting down over 100 public schools - 
whitout consulting students or teachers. In response, 
high school students, the majority of which were black 
students from the some of the poorest parts of the city,  
rebelled against the state and after a series of street 
protests,  all repressed by the military police, they 
began to occupy: jumped school’s walls, break the 
locks of the gates, make barricades of chairs on the 
doors, stretch banners in the window and declare 
"school is ours". There were more of 200 ocuppied 
schools all over São Paulo during about 2 months. 

From then on, high school resistance has continued in 
many different spaces, with many different modes of    
expression and theater has been one of them. During 
the occupations, we  discovered what it was like to 
think with our bodies; from our own desires and we 
created this group, Coletiva Ocupação, is composed of 
16 students from different districts of São Paulo, who, 
together with other artists, are making performance 
that sits between art, ativism and education.
 







A COLLECTIVE BODY

REBELLION SHAPES 

   

A NEW BODY

AN OPEN BODY 

A FREE BODY 

A COLETIVA BODY 



Quando Quebra Queima (When It Breaks It Burns) is 
an intervention, a cry, a fight, a dance composed by    
different bodies and desires: these sixteen activists 
and performers, ColetivA Ocupação pulsate and 
compose a new movement using their lives and     
experiences which were changed forever. They use 
dance, song and music to give shape to their story, 
creating a new space and a new dramaturgy out of 
recent political events in Brazil. The audience are 
placed up close to the performers, the space is in 
constant transformation around them as real life 
invades the stage. Quando Quebra Queima is a spec-
tacle, a party, an action, an uprising. 







“When It Breaks It Burns is a retelling and re-creation of the 2015 
and 2016 school occupations in Brazil, performed by the student 
activists involved. Erasing any distance between performance and 
audience, they take us right inside the chaos and the fear and thrill 
of the occupation. Forget in-yer-face theatre – these performers 
are face to face and shoulder to shoulder with the audience, moving 
among us, nudging us aside, and eventually snatching the chairs 
out from under us.
Movement does most of the talking, eloquently conveying the bodily 
experience of protest. (...) It is reminiscent of Emma Goldman’s 
famous statement: “If I can’t dance, it’s not my revolution”. Here, 
dance is revolution, pushing back against the austerity and repres-
sion of the state.

The Guardian



highschool protest, december, 2015 / Alicia Esteves 



Away from school regular management and with an horizontal         
organization our disobedience becomes creative and practical: in an 
ocuppied school the school environment became  decentralized, any 
place could be a classroom and any conversation could be learning. 
Knowledge became practical, corporal and desired. We become 
protagonists and agents of our own education. I don’t believe it’s 
possible to return to life that existed before occupations. Bodies were 
affected  and   continue to affect forever. When you pass through     
the gate of an occupied school it is as if you were entering another 
count of time.

Alicia Esteves, 20, coletivA ocupação

From the beginning, it is the pulsating bodies that say more than the 
words. Young bodies, full of life, carry vivid memories of an act that 
continues into the future. The show doesn't just tell the story of the 
occupations. The stories that emerge are those of the young people 
who, from the moment they decided to jump the school walls, begun 
to  construct their futures as political subjects; not objects.

Amilton de Azevedo











LET’S OCCUPY THE SCHOOLS 
LET’S OCCUPY THE THEATRES
LET’S OCCUPY THE STREETS
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LET’S OCCUPY THE THEATRES 
LET’S OCCUPY EVERYTHING
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   • The piece can be adapted for unconventional 
theatre spaces and is ideally suited for any 
large, empty space. The public will need to be 
sat on individual seats that are spread out 
throughout the space.

  • The show has a simple lighting design. The 
lighting varies depending on the space and is 
adaptable. The lighting design is composed of 
tubular LED bulbs on the floor, LED pars, reflec-
tors and the natural light in the space.

   • The projection happens on one of the walls in 
the space, which will need to be light in colour 
to show the projected images. The projector is 
situated on a small trolley on the floor. 

   • The show requires a large desk for the sound 
and light to be operated from which is part of 
the scenery.

Touring team is made up of 15 performers,            
1 director, 1 producer, 1 lightdesigner and 1 
director assistent = 19 in total
 

• Space: suitable for any large rooms, halls, sheds, 
warehouses and alternative large spaces.
 
• Audience: the show can be performed for an audi-
ence of 150 to 250 people.
 
• Recommended audience age: 10+
 
• Duration: the show lasts 1 hour 20 minutes.
 
• There is no scenery that needs to be transported or 
installed.

•  Sound and projection is operated by the performers
 
• The show ends outside on the street, with the 
audience and cast leaving the performance space to 
be on the street. This will be different for each space 
and can be adapted accordingly.

• Venue to provide sound, video and light equipment, 
plus a sound, video and lighting technician.
 
• Venue to provide school chairs for the audience, that 
should be able to be moved at certain points by the 
performers.

RIDER / Technical Specification

In 2019, the group travelled to the UK for the first time, as invited by Trasform Festival (Leeds) and by 
Contact Theatre ( Manchester). In September, the group were invited by MEXE Festival (Porto) to present 
in Portugal. In 2020 ColetivA will present at Teatro Batter Sea Arts Centre in London and at Centre 
National de la Danse in Paris.

The play has toured to majoy theatre festivals in Brazil including; Curitiba Festival (Curitiba), IC Festival 
(Salvador),  Cena Brasil Internacional (Rio de Janeiro) and FIT (International Festival of Rio Preto).







WHAT HAPPENED SINCE WE



 JUMPED OVER THE WALLS ?





CONTACT

Martha Kiss Perrone (Brazil) –  +55 11  97428 5112
martha.kiss.perrone@gmail.com

Lowri Evans (UK) - +44 78868 45515
lowri_evans@hotmail.com

coletivaocupacia@gmail.com

https://vimeo.com/coletiva

facebook: ColetivA Ocupação

instagram: @coletivaocupacao












